Young researchers required

The innovative research and enthusiastic teaching of our doctoral and postdoctoral scholars form the basis of the continuing success of the TU Berlin.

We will provide you, as an early stage researcher at the TU Berlin, with the best possible support throughout your career, in particular during the transitional periods before and after your doctoral work.

Competitive employment opportunities, advanced academic skills training including academic teaching and programs such as ProMotion, the network for women in academia are but a few of our highly successful initiatives. Our activities in this area are chiefly coordinated by the TU-DOC Office. This leaflet will give you a useful overview of the services they provide.

Sincerely,

Dr. Gabriele Wendorf
Vice President TU Berlin

Profile and Outlook

The hallmark of the TU Berlin is excellence in research across a wide variety of fields ranging from Engineering and the Natural Sciences, Planning and Economics through to Humanities and Social Sciences. Most departments and institutes, in addition to a number of other research institutions are located at our main campus in the heart of Berlin.

A doctorate from the TU Berlin is an excellent qualification for a successful career in academia, business or industry, be it in Germany or globally. We offer a number of paths to achieving your doctoral degree either through individual supervision or collective arrangements with an increasing number of innovative programs providing an alternative to the “traditional” doctoral degree path.

Our services

Comprehensive overview of existing services and information for early stage researchers
- www.tu-doc.de

Joint introduction sessions with the Schools to ensure a smooth start for new doctoral researchers
- www.tu-doc.de/introduction

Support and guidance throughout your doctoral studies and help in planning a successful professional career with the qualification toolbox
- www.tu-doc.de/toolbox

Latest information on financial support, scholarships, prizes and awards as well as on internal support programs at the TU Berlin
- www.tu-doc.de/finance

Overview of academic skills courses at the TU Berlin
- www.tu-doc.de/courses

Initiatives to encourage women to pursue an academic career, especially in Engineering and the Natural Sciences
- www.tu-doc.de/women

A growing network of doctoral programs and research training groups at the TU Berlin
- www.tu-doc.de/programs

Individual advice for early stage researchers and support with project and funding applications
- www.tu-doc.de/advice

Contact

TU-DOC Office
Bertram Welker, Susanne Teichmann
Technische Universität Berlin
Research Department
Straße des 17. Juni 135, 10623 Berlin, Germany
Room H 1054 (Main Building)
Phone: +49 (0)30 314-2 96 22/2 59 08
info@tudoc.tu-berlin.de
www.tu-doc.de